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NAIL PREP - GEL POLISH COLOUR
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Sanitise your hands
Push back and/or trim any cuticles stuck on the nails
Shape the nails using a regular file or the barrel diamond bit of your EMMA
Nail Drill kit
Gently buff the nails surface with a regular file or the barrel diamond bit of
your EMMA Nail Drill kit to remove the nail's natural shine
Cleanse the nail plate using alcohol to remove the natural nail oil
Apply the EMMA Prep Primer and let it dry for a few seconds - this helps to
control the nails' pH, increasing gel adherence. 

BASE COAT - GEL POLISH COLOUR
Apply a thin layer of the EMMA base coat
Cure it in the EMMA LED Light for 90s. We recommend using the EMMA LED
Light for best results, as we developed our own lamp to cure our Gel Polish
Collection.

1st layer of Gel Colour/Glitter - GEL POLISH COLOUR
Apply a thin layer of EMMA Gel Colour/Glitter of your choice
Cure it in the EMMA LED Light for 90s. We recommend using the EMMA LED
Light for best results. If you feel any spike heat on your nails it's because the
layer was too thick. Take your hands off the light cabin, wait a few seconds.
Cure it again for the remaining time.

2nd layer of Gel Colour/Glitter - GEL POLISH COLOUR
Apply another thin layer of EMMA Gel Colour/Glitter of your choice
Cure it in the EMMA LED Light for 90s. We recommend using the EMMA LED
Light for best results. If you feel any spike heat on your nails it's because the
layer was too thick. Take your hands off the light cabin, wait a few seconds.
Cure it again for the remaining time.

05 Top coat - GEL POLISH COLOUR
Apply a thin layer of the EMMA Top Coat
Cure it in the EMMA LED Light for 90s
Soak a cotton ball in alcohol and rub it on all your fingernails to remove the
sticky layer.



Pro tips - EMMA Gel Polish CollectionPro tips - EMMA Gel Polish Collection

#1 - NAIL PREP
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Pushing back the cuticles is important so you can have a smooth surface on your nails to
apply the EMMA Gel Colour. It's also important that you hydrate your cuticles on a daily
basis to ensure the health and better look of your cuticles
Buffing & cleansing the nails guarantee that you remove any polish residue, oil or
impurity from your nails to improve nail products adherence.

#2 - BASE; COLOUR; TOP APPLICATION

It’s important that you apply thin layers of the gel colour so it can be cured evenly. If the
application has any spot with gel built up it will not dry properly and will lift and chip
after a few days. 
Rubbing the top coat after curing is important to not leave any marks due to the sticky
layer.



Removal - EMMA Gel Polish CollectionRemoval - EMMA Gel Polish Collection
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Removing the Gel Colour with the EMMA Nail Drill

Firstly, make sure that your bit is locked into the handpiece.
Use your pinky to help you find your anchor point and have a better grip and precision
Start working at a low speed (especially if you're a beginner)
Move the bit side to side continuously on the nails' surface

Removing your nail products with the EMMA Nail Drill is totally effortless and will save you
so much time! 
We recommend using the EMMA Carbide/Ceramic Bit Fine Grit if you use acrylics or gel
extensions. For natural nails, we recommend the EMMA Sanding bands.

Do not work at the same spot for too long, otherwise, you can produce a heat
spike
Do not apply too much pressure. Work smoothly on the nails

If any gel was left on the corners, you can change for the EMMA needle bit and work
smoothly on those parts
After you file all the gel, wash your hands and your nails are ready for the next manicure!

Soak off Gel Colour removal
Firstly, you need to remove all the top coat from your nails with a regular file. The top
coat is removed when all the nail surface is buffed
Soak a cotton ball in acetone and place it on each nail
Wrap each finger with a piece of foil
Wait 15-20 minutes
With a pusher, gently push the polish on your nails (if the polish is still hard, leave it for a
longer time in the acetone cotton wrapped with a foil)


